
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PO BOX 352  ABN: 17 395 203 119 
Bathurst NSW 2795  INC: Y2270340 

CAPTAINS’ REPORT ON UMPIRES 
  

UMPIRE’S NAME: ________________________________________________________________  

MATCH: _______________________________ V _______________________________________  

DATE(S): ____________________ GRADE: _____________________    ROUND: ______________  

CAPTAIN’S NAME: ___________________________________    CLUB: _________________ 

 

 Category Question Score 

1. Knowledge of Laws Did the Umpire demonstrate an appropriate knowledge of the 

Laws of Cricket, BDCA Match Rules and their application? (Rate 

from 1-10, 1 Lacks appropriate knowledge, 10 highest level 

demonstrated) 

 

2.  Concentration Did the umpire maintain a consistently high level of concentration? 

(Rate from 1-10, 1- frequent lapses, 10- maintained a high level of 

concentration) 

 

3.  Control/Player 

Management 
Did the umpire demonstrate a high level of player management? 

(Rate from 1-10, 1- lacked appropriate control, 10- excellent player 

control) 

 

4.  Decision Making Did the umpire demonstrate an acceptable level of decision 

making? (Rate from 1-10, 1- poor decision making skills, 10- 

excellent decision making skills. If your score is 5 or less comment 

below on relevant decisions) 

 

5.  Dress Was the umpire dressed correctly? (Rate out of 5, 1 not dressed 

appropriately, 5- Dressed neatly and appropriately) 
 

6.  Game Preparation Did the umpire have the game prepared and conduct all protocols 

before the game commenced? (Rate from 1-5) 
 

(For questions 1-4 of scores of 5 or less please comment below, questions 5&6 of scores of 2 or below please 

comment below)  
Decision Making (List decisions you considered contentious)  

Batsman  Bowler  Type of 

Decision  
Decision 

(Out/Not out)  
Correct 

(Yes/No)  
Comments  

            

            

            

            

            
Additional Comments:  

  

  

  
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PO BOX 352  ABN: 17 395 203 119 
Bathurst NSW 2795  INC: Y2270340 
Please rate this umpire’s overall performance, given the number and degree of difficulty of decisions 

required to be made and their general match management. Rate from 0-10. 

 

Umpire Overall Score:   

Captain’s Signature: _____________________________ Date: ________________________  

This from will be sent directly to the BDCA, and forwarded to the Umpires if they feel an Umpire 

needs to improve some area of their performances 

Teams must lodge this form to the BDCA Secretary (secretary@bathurstdca.com) by midnight on 

Tuesday following the completion of the match via Email. 
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